About this report

This report analyses the smartphone market and describes the key worldwide and regional trends that affect the sales and adoption of smartphones.

It is based on several sources:

- Analysys Mason’s internal research, including global and regional telecoms forecasts and the *Telecoms Market Matrix*
- secondary information from vendors, operators, regulators and other formal sources.

### WHO SHOULD READ THIS REPORT

- Operator-based strategy executives and mobile device managers who are interested in smartphone market trends and the role of operators as smartphone distribution channels.
- Device manufacturers that want to identify worldwide and regional opportunities in terms of smartphone unit sales growth and primary regional drivers.
- Smartphone distributors and wholesale executives who are interested in learning more about operator and vendor initiatives for smartphone sales, regional growth expectations and key trends.

### GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE

- Worldwide
- Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
- Developed Asia-Pacific (DVAP)
- Emerging Asia-Pacific (EMAP)
- Latin America (LATAM)
- Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
- North America (NA)
- Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)
- Western Europe (WE)

### KEY METRICS

**Worldwide**
- Unit sales of mobile handsets (smartphones and non-smartphones)
- Mobile handset connections (smartphones and non-smartphones)
- Sales of 5G-enabled mobile handsets (smartphones)
- Connections from 5G-enabled mobile handsets (smartphones)
- Smartphone sales by manufacturer (2015–2019)

**Regional**
- Unit sales of mobile handsets (smartphones and non-smartphones)
- Mobile handset connections (smartphones and non-smartphones)
- Sales of 5G-enabled mobile handsets (smartphones)
- Connections from 5G-enabled mobile handsets (smartphones)
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Worldwide: smartphones sales will increase moderately over the forecast period, and growth will be particularly strong in emerging markets

Worldwide smartphone sales have declined for two consecutive years, due to the saturation of developed markets.

The mobile markets in North America (NA), Western Europe (WE) and developed Asia–Pacific (DVAP) are saturated. Smartphone sales in these regions increased rapidly until 2015; they then plateaued for 2 years and subsequently declined. Sales in China have also been falling since 2016, despite the country having the largest smartphone market in the world (over 27% of worldwide sales).

This decline is largely due to lengthening replacement cycles because a lack of design innovation has slowed the demand for new models. Moreover, the increased penetration means that there are fewer first-time customers, and migration to SIM-only plans has hindered device sales growth. The declining trend in developed markets is expected to continue until the end of 2020, at which point 5G technology is anticipated to lead to a small boost in smartphones sales because vendors such as Apple will launch new, 5G-compatible devices, and Chinese manufacturers will address the lower-value market with affordable devices. This boost will drive an overall increase in global handset sales from 2021 onwards, but the level of sales achieved in 2015 will not be reached.
**Worldwide:** 5G is set to be the key driver for boosting smartphone sales in developed markets

We forecast that the number of 5G-enabled smartphones worldwide will be more than 1.7 billion by 2024.

Most major developed markets should have active 5G networks by the end of 2020, representing a potential opportunity for smartphone vendors. However, unlike 4G, the mass-market consumer use case for 5G (beyond improved speeds and latency) is currently unclear. 4G’s success was largely due to the support for mobile video, whereas much of 5G’s potential for differentiation lies in the support for new types of content such as AR gaming. 5G adoption is already strong in South Korea, but the market in this country can be considered to be an outlier due to its advanced content ecosystem.

The established nature of smartphone vendors and the high level of competition means that 5G device development is evolving at pace, and fears over short battery life and unwieldy device sizes have been allayed. Most significant vendors launched devices in 2019 (although Apple is not expected to release its device until 2020). The launch of 5G gives mid-market brands such as Xiaomi, Oppo and Vivo the opportunity to increase their market share in developed markets because their initial 5G devices undercut the premium competition from Samsung. Xiaomi already sells a device for less USD300.

The buzz around 5G and increasing device innovation (such as folding phones) will temporarily shorten replacement cycles in most developed markets, and will lead to an increase in sales.

**Figure 5:** 5G-capable handset unit sales by region, 2021–2024, and the 5G-capable share of connections, worldwide, 2024

Source: Analysys Mason
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Analysys Mason’s consulting and research are uniquely positioned

Consulting
We deliver tangible benefits to clients across the telecoms industry:

- communications and digital service providers, vendors, financial and strategic investors, private equity and infrastructure funds, governments, regulators, broadcasters and service and content providers

Our sector specialists understand the distinct local challenges facing clients, in addition to the wider effects of global forces.

We are future-focused and help clients understand the challenges and opportunities new technology brings.

Research
Our dedicated team of analysts track and forecast the different services accessed by consumers and enterprises.

We offer detailed insight into the software, infrastructure and technology delivering those services.

Clients benefit from regular and timely intelligence, and direct access to analysts.
Research from Analysys Mason

Consumer services programmes
Mobile Services
Mobile Devices
Fixed Broadband Services
Convergence Strategies
Video Strategies

Operator investment programmes
Operator Investment Strategies
Network Traffic
Spectrum

Telecoms software and networks programmes
Software Forecast and Strategy
Telecoms Software Market Shares
Network-focused
Next-Generation Wireless Networks
Video and Identity Platforms
Service Design and Orchestration
Automated Assurance
Network Automation and Orchestration
Digital Infrastructure Strategies
Customer-focused
Digital Experience
Customer Engagement
Monetisation Platforms
AI and Analytics

Digital economy programmes
Digital Economy Strategies
Future Comms

Operator business services and IoT programmes
Large Enterprise Voice and Data Connectivity
Large Enterprise Emerging Service Opportunities
SME Strategies
IoT and M2M Services
IoT Platforms and Technology

SMB ICT channels and forecasts programmes
Managed Service Provider Strategies
Cyber Security

Regional markets programmes
Global Telecoms Data
Americas
Asia-Pacific
Middle East and Africa
European Core Forecasts
European Telecoms Market Matrix
European Country Reports

DataHub
- 2500 forecast and 250+ historical metrics
- Regional results and worldwide totals
- Operator historical data
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**REGULATION AND POLICY**
- Policy development and response
- Ex-ante market reviews, remedies, costing...
- Universal Service Obligation (USO)
- Scarce resources: radio spectrum management, auction support, numbering...
- Ex-post/abuse of dominance
- Postal sector

**TRANSACTION SUPPORT**
- Commercial due diligence
- Technical due diligence
- Mergers and acquisitions (M&As)
- Debt and initial public offerings (IPOs)
- Joint-venture structuring
- Mid-market financial sponsors

**STRATEGY AND PLANNING**
- Commercial expertise
- Technology optimisation
- New digital frontiers

[analysysmason.com/consulting]